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Mark Your Calendar: 2014 Proponent
Summit Dates and Location Announced
Mark your calendars now! The
2014 Proponent
Group Summit
rotates back to
Florida this Fall
on Sunday, November 2 through
Tuesday, November 4 at Heathrow
Country Club and
the Mike Bender
Golf Academy
both in Lake
Mary, FL, just 45
minutes from the
Orlando Interna- Heathrow Country Club and the Mike Bender Golf Academy will host Summit ’14
tional Airport for
easy travel.
Lake Mary is also home to more than a dozen major hotels including Hampton
Inn, Marriott, Courtyard Marriott, Hyatt Place, Westin and many more and we expect to have the lowest nightly rates we’ve ever had for our Summit, likely starting
at just $69.
As in the past we expect to have the Monday afternoon outdoor session just
down the street at the Mike Bender Golf Academy. We also expect to have our
largest teaching technology and training aids demo day in our summit history.
Many more details to come starting this Spring. See you at the Summit.

PGA Show Events
Wrap-up
on Pages 3-6
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PROPONENT GROUP NEWS

Proponent Group Exclusive Opportunity: AMEX
Concierge Service Drives New Business to Your Tee
AMEX Black Card Golf Concierge Service is
Free for Proponent Group Members

The board is a driving force behind Proponent Group’s
success, as it provides input and assistance to our members to help you grow your operation and expand your
teaching skills.
During the PGA
It is this high level of input from experienced, worldMerchandise
class teachers, as well as the ability to recognize the poShow, Propotential of new services and benefits for our members, that
nent Group anallows us to continue forward as the game’s premier netnounced that
work of golf instructors. We extend a big thank you to all
Blake Sports
who have volunteered to serve this year.
Group, which
Newly added Advisory
manages the
Board members who will
American Exserve terms until the end
press Centurion
of 2015 include:
(Black Card)
Alison Curdt, Sherwood C.C., Thousand Oaks, California
Golf Concierge Service, would be adding more golf instrucBill Davis, Jupiter Hills Club, Tequesta, Florida
tion services to their oﬀerings and, at this time, would be
Virgil Herring, Westhaven G.C., Franklin, Tennessee
exclusively using Proponent Group teachers to fulfill golf
Rick Krebs, Waverly Woods G.C., Marriottsville, Maryland
instruction requests from the more than 20,000 AMEX
Dennis Sales, Sinclair’s Golf Training Center, Euless, Texas
Black Card holders.
Trent Wearner, Meridian Golf Learning Center, Englewood,
This is a very good opportunity for our members to
Colorado
generate some new business from one of the most excluMatt Wilson, Henry Brunton Golf, Ontario, Canada
sive groups of consumers anywhere on the planet. Black
Previously named Advisory Board members, who will
Card holders are among AMEX biggest chargers and are
complete their terms at the end of 2014 include:
extremely successful businesspeople and professionals.
Marvol Barnard, Haven G.C., Green Valley, Arizona
Many of these cardholders are devoted golfers and spend
Chris Foley, Craguns Legacy Courses, Brainerd, Minnea lot of money on golf purchases.
sota
There is no charge for you to participate in the program.
Galvin Luznyj, Golfpark, Moossee, Switzerland
All concierge fees are paid by the cardholder and there is
Tim Mahoney, Talking Stick G.C., Scottsdale, Arizona
no discounting of your standard fees. The service simply
Cameron McCormick, Brook Hollow G.C., Dallas, Texas
sends Black Card holders to you when the cardholder reKenny Nairn, Celebration Golf, Celebration, Florida
quests help securing golf instruction in your locale. Certain
Mark Russo, Night Hawk Golf Center, Odenton, Maryland
resort areas and large city-based teachers are likely to
Jason Sedan, Orchid Island G. and Beach Club, Vero
generate more traﬃc from this program, but all Proponent
Beach, Florida
Group full members are eligible to participate. Your business does not need to be able to accept AMEX cards.
To register to be part of the program, contact Grant Way Swing Pal Changes Name to Athlete Nation
at grant@blakesportsgroup.com or at 908-953-8400. They
will need you to provide some information about your rates Swing Pal, a long-time
Proponent Group
and programs.
partner and best
known for being the technology behind The Golf Channel’s
Proponent Group Names Advisory Board
Swing Fix lesson service, is changing its name to Athlete
Members for 2014-15
Nation.
Proponent Group has named its Member Advisory Board
The company has also introduced a new Coach’s App
for 2014-15 to enhance its expertise, expand geographithat allows instruction to be mobile for both student and
cally and generate business-building programs for a variety instructor as a companion to the website experience.
of facility types.
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REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK

PGA Leadership: Tilting Hard Toward Teaching and
Player Development?
By David Gould, Staﬀ Editor

GameGolf. In so many
words, it asked:
A little-known event takes place each
“Aren’t you afraid you
year at the PGA Merchandise Show. It’s are going down a slipan invitation-only press gathering of
pery slope by forming
about 20 journalists, held in a private
a partnership with a
space on the convention center’s quiet
golf-industry vendor?” The second part of the question
upper floors. Well-credentialed and
was along these lines: “Isn’t it likely you will get flooded
closely familiar with PGA politics, they
with proposals from other companies—many of them your
get summoned to what the association calls its “Oﬀ the
own PGA Show exhibitors—wanting the PGA stamp of apShow Floor” Briefing and Update. The event has a double
proval that GameGolf received?”
purpose. Mainly it’s to acquaint knowledgeable media
Without hesitation, Bevacqua nodded emphatically and
members with a set of messages and concepts that are
said, “We absolutely have gone down a slippery slope and
high-priority to PGA of America leadership. But the exyes, we already do have proposals and inquiries coming to
change is two-way—responses and questions from innerus, in response to this announcement.” He went on to say
circle journalists oﬀer a sense of how these messages and that potential complaints were worth the trouble, in order
statements will be interpreted by media in general.
for golf’s professional trade organization to leverage what
Held this year at the Osprey, a small tavern atop the
GameGolf has to oﬀer. In a comment Bevacqua had previOCCC’s main lobby, the 2014 Briefing and Update was
ously made for public release, he called GameGolf a techmore intimate than usual. There was no long dais with
nology that would “grow the sport, make it more accessiguest panelists (Jack Nicklaus, the USGA’s Mike Davis and ble, [and serve as ] a tremendous asset to our PGA of
other dignitaries have appeared in recent years) and the
America members as it relates to training and instruction.”
usual luncheon format was set aside in favor of a 4 p.m.
The reasoning behind that comment was his observation
time slot that allowed for hors d’oeuvres plus beer and
that “the playing of sports and the use of data to measure
wine afterward. At the front of the room answering quesoneself continues to converge.” In that light, he added:
tions were PGA president Ted Bishop and CEO Pete
“GameGolf provides an opportunity to harness that data.”
Bevacqua—the two of them even skipped customary
For those unfamiliar with GameGolf, it is the brainchild
opening remarks to get straight to the Q&A.
of famed Swiss product designer Yves Behar, and is oﬃTo golf professionals whose careers strongly steer them cially described as “a wearable device and integrated softtoward the instrucware platform that
tion category—obtracks and displays
viously, that’s any
rounds of golf in a
Proponent Group
dynamic, socially
member—this
driven interface.”
year’s Briefing and
Proponent
Update was parGroup teaching
ticularly interesting.
professionals have,
The very first “inof course, been
dustry” question
busy studying variasked (following
ous technologies
several concerning
for tracking and
Ryder Cup and
measuring onTom Watson’s capcourse performtaincy) hit upon the Every January the golf industry sets its course for the coming year—in recent times that
ance along with
PGA of America’s
data
generated in
course has increasingly been about player development and retention. The industry is in a state
just-announced
the
practice
enviof flux and the key issues it confronts are placing instructors and the ever-proliferating techpartnership with
ronment.
Via
partnology for golf coaching right at the crossroads where solutions are to be found.
nerships with Ath-
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REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK
lete Nation, Shot by Shot, Swingbyte, Swing Catalyst,
resistant. In general,
TrackMan and now Edufii, the Proponent Group community Bishop portrays himhas been up-close with entities that serve the process of
self and his top mantracking, measuring, storing and sharing these data points. agers at Palm Beach
Little accustomed to seeing the PGA of America dive deep Gardens as being pointo cutting-edge instruction platforms and programs, the
litically more progresserious teaching pro must now figure out what it means to sive and liberal than the rank-and-file Class A PGA memhave this type of awareness suddenly added to the mix.
ber. A question about Get Golf Ready illustrated this.
It is absolutely relevant to add that Golf Channel, in tan“Despite the very high success rate, they don’t all buy
dem with the PGA, is itself a partner and investor in
in,” Bishop said, when asked about PGA members and
GameGolf. In general, Golf Channel’s presence at the 2014 their acceptance of the program, which still achieves just a
PGA Show was remarkable to see—and to query PGA
sub-40 percent penetration of the golf-facility market.
leaders about. Bevacqua made multiple references to the
Bishop gave an interesting answer when asked whether
importance of having the network’s “Morning Drive” and
bold ideas for player development—yes, GameGolf includ“Feherty Live” programs broadcast directly from the
ed—would be embraced and pushed by the rising class of
OCCC, complete with lots of PGA Show references and B- PGA professionals who are now Apprentice members.
roll footage. The PGA chief exec even made what sounded Given their youth, that would be expected, he reasoned,
like an admission about the presence of Donald Trump on
but saw fit to add: “Apprentices today seem to be not ena PGA Forum stage with Bishop, Antrepreneurial enough and not innova“Apprentices today seem to be tive enough, unfortunately. We may
nika Sorenstam, Mark King of TaylorMade, the USGA’s David Fay and Golf not entrepreneurial enough and have over-professionalized their trainChannel CEO Mike McCarley—suging.”
not innovative enough, unforgesting that Trump was on the panel
Having attended the “Hack Golf”
to drive TV ratings rather than contrib- tunately. We may have overgrow-the-game presentation that Tayprofessionalized their training.” lorMade sponsored on the eve of the
ute ideas about growing the game.
As a longtime attendee of the
show’s opening day, president Bishop
-Ted Bishop
PGA’s “Oﬀ the Show Floor” press
said he had “thought about Hack Golf
briefing, this reporter took note of a new and more open
all week” and would continue to keep unconventional conattitude on the part of the association’s top decisioncepts front-of-mind as his term of oﬃce went forward.
makers. As president, Bishop has broken new ground in his
For the progressive instructor or academy owner, the
bold statements about, most notably, the USGA/R&A and
PGA of America mindset these days is worth paying attenthe anchored putting stroke. At this gathering he talked
tion to, given its restless tone and its seemingly strong
about Tee it Forward and the need, at his club in Indiana,
push for innovation that connects directly with the tech
“to PR that idea with older white guys,” who proved initially side of teaching and coaching.

SAVE THE DATES:
Summit 2014 November 2-4
Proponent Group’s 2014 Summit will be held Sunday,
November 2 - Tuesday, November 4, 2014 at
Heathrow C.C. in Orlando. Details to follow
beginning this Spring. Mark Your Calendar Today.
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PGA SHOW

Orlando 2014: Proponent at the PGA Show
By David Gould, Staﬀ Editor
On the center tee of the Mike Bender Golf Academy at 1
p.m. Tuesday afternoon, Dom DiJulia stood before a
large contingent of fellow Proponent Group members
and launched into his live-lesson presentation. With that,
PGA Show Week 2014 for the Proponent Group was underway. When DiJulia’s session ended, it was followed
by Andrew Park conducting his own live lesson and
then Andrew Rice demonstrating how he works with a
student on short-game technique.
A reception with hors d’oeuvres, wine and beer completed the festivities. The next day it was on to the Orange County Convention Center for more learning and
sharing, in a large meeting space located just oﬀ the
Show floor. By the time the week ended, more than 200
Andrew Park’s Live Lesson included teaching with flexible stretch bands.
Proponent Group members had taken part in scheduled
group activities, which added up to 16 hours of pointcertified education and networking events—all of them
free of charge
to the Propo“Out on the Show floor it was
nent member.
clear that much of the real innoIn the wake
of
the
livevation in the game today is belesson
preing driven by instruction techsenters on
nology and coaching improve- Tuesday, anments,” Anderson observed.
other 14
speakers and
panelists filled
the lineup card inside Room W109B on the OCCC’s
lower level. Early Wednesday morning, new member
Bobby Clampett began the indoor portion of the curRetail Tribe’s Ian James offered up a superb marketing workshop.
riculum with a well-attended talk on his proprietary Impact Zone teaching and coaching product. Late the following afternoon, Trillium Sellers of Chevy Chase C.C.
in Maryland gave the final Proponent-member presentation, again to a large audience. Her topic was “A Framework for Teaching All Motor Skills Including the Golf
Swing.”
Rounding out Thursday’s docket was a lively marketing workshop hosted by Proponent Partner Retail Tribe
and their CEO Ian James a give-and-take careertracking session for about 25 Associate Members, led by
Lorin Anderson and Proponent’s staﬀ editor, Dave
Gould. An unmistakable theme of that gathering was the
rapid rate of change expected in coming years, and with
it a new diversity of opportunity for teaching profession’s newly emerging thought leaders. In the meantime, Proponent’s Lorin Anderson presided over the Associates Meeting.
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20- and 30-something Proponent members feel an
ongoing need to make the smaller-step career
moves advantageously—a need that will receive
additional energy and asset-allocation by the
company in the near future.
When that hour of give-and-take was up, another special-audience segment took place, the
dedicated meeting for Academy Owners.
The meeting space, arrayed with 12 ten-person
tables and professional AV equipment, was only
grudgingly rented out to Proponent in 2012, the
year it was first requested. By this year it had a
familiar feel–part clubhouse, part seminar room.
In his welcoming remarks, Lorin Anderson
spoke to the company’s goal during Show week,
saying it was to “create as many opportunities as
possible for our members to stay ahead of the
curve through peer networking and presentations
Andrew Rice’s Live Lesson tackled the intricacies of teaching the wedge shot.
that bring them information they likely aren’t getting elsewhere.” In his view, this show agenda did
that eﬀectively “through a mix of up-and-coming
new voices and the established leaders in the
business sharing their insights.”
Peer-to-peer collaboration and the camaraderie
that comes with it have been woven into Proponent’s operation since the start. The feel of that
interaction does seem to undergo subtle shifts,
however. At the 2014 Show, a change in atmosphere could be felt, driven by an emphasis on firstrate coaching and instruction as perhaps the
highest-priority current activity for the golf industry.
In the past it has been possible for a golf instructor
or coach to feel somewhat on the perimeter of his
or her golf facility, or of the industry in general, no
matter how good they were at their craft. That
seems to be much less the case today.
“Out on the Show floor it was clear that much
Members Bobby Clampett and Trillium Sellers presented for the first time.
of the real innovation in the game today is being
driven by instruction technology and coaching
improvements,” Anderson observed. “Better data
collection, better diagnostic tools and better communications between student and teacher made
up a larger portion of the show’s buzz than ever
before.”
One prime example of that trend, occurring inside Proponent’s private meeting space was the
presentation titled, “How Statistical Analysis Can
Create a Competitive Advantage.” Delivering this
information was Peter Sanders of
ShotByShot.com, with Cheryl Anderson and Mike
Bender of the Mike Bender Golf Academy sitting
in as panelists, along with Cheryl’s student Nicole
Morales, the No. 1 ranked junior girl in the U.S.
Among all the informal peer-to-peer interaction,
discussion of new teaching technology on display
in Show aisles was a constant topic.
Mike Bender, Cheryl Anderson and Nicole Morales joined Peter Sanders (not shown)
to discuss how golf training at the highest levels is being driven by statistics.
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PARTNER SPOTLIGHT: SUMMIT GOLF BRANDS

Take Advantage of One of Proponent’s
Finest Member Discount Programs
Summit Golf Brands’ Personal Use Program Exclusively for Proponent Group Members
ALL current products from ALL three of Summit Golf Brands’ outstanding lines:
EP Pro, Fairway & Greene and Zero Restriction are available to Proponent Group
Members at the following preferred pricing:
Without brand logo: 30% oﬀ standard wholesale pricing
With brand logo: 50% oﬀ standard wholesale pricing
To place an order: Go to the brand-specific website pages exclusively for Proponent Group members:
http://pg.fairwayandgreene.com, http://pg.eppro.com or http://pg.zerorestriction.com. For any questions regarding your order, contact Customer Service at 855-924-2228.
If you would like to place bulk orders for outings, golf schools or other student usage, contact Customer
Service for pricing information and availability.
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PROPONENT GROUP MEMBER BENEFIT

Video and Webinar Presentations Archive Keeps on
Growing – Now With Improved Functionality
Proponent Group’s growing archive of webinar and video
presentations just hit a milestone–the 100-hour mark. You
as a member can now access 100–plus hours of educational information from the sharpest minds in the industry,
all from the Proponent Group members website.
These presentation archives can be found under
Videos/Webinars on the left-hand column Members Only
menu. We recently installed a new menu system for the
archive that now makes it much easier to find topics and
there is now a search feature to assist in finding a specific
video by title or presenter.
The presenters are among the world’s foremost experts
on each subject and most of the information in this library
was created specifically for Proponent Group members.
The archive includes the following topics and presenters
with another dozen topics from the Summit and PGA Show
to be released in the coming weeks:
Mike Adams – Analyzing Your Students’
Body Functions
Mike Adams and Mike Malaska – Teaching the Full Swing
Lorin Anderson – The Future of Jobs for
Instructors
Lorin Anderson – The Instructor Job
Search: How it is Evolving
Lorin Anderson – Instructor Marketing
Todd Anderson
and Branding
Lorin Anderson – How to Protect Your
Teaching Business in a Changing Market
Lorin Anderson – Making Your Next Career Move
Lorin Anderson – New Rules for Golf Instructors
Lorin Anderson – Public Relations and
Free Publicity for Golf Instructors
Lorin Anderson – The Secret to Getting
on the Top Teacher Lists
Todd Anderson and Randy Myers – Live
Lessons
Steve Atherton – Learning Styles, Most
Diﬃcult Move and Power Production
Steve Bauerle and Jon Tattersall – NonTraditional Teaching Facilities
Mike Bender – Building a Teaching Busi- Mike Bender
ness
Mike Bender – Leasing and Building an Academy
Mike Bender – Teaching Competitive Players
Mike Bender – Why You Must Teach a Method

Mark Blackburn and Jon Tattersall Understanding Functional Movement in
Golf Skills
Jeﬀ Boulton – The Formula for Success
for Any Business
Jeﬀ Boulton and Jeﬀ Ritter – Square It
Up, Your Brand Is Our Business
Henry Brunton – The Movement Towards
a Coaching Model
Rod Cook
Henry Brunton – The New Competitive
Golfer
Kevin Burdick – Growing Your Business Quickly With Twitter
Kevin Burdick – How YouTube Can Take Your Branding To
New Heights
Kevin Burdick – Unlocking the Secrets of Facebook Marketing
Rod Cook and Dr. Troy Van Biezen – Injury Prevention/
Performance Improvement
Dr. Debbie Crews and Tim Suzor –
Game Your Brain: The Science Behind
Cognitive Training
Bill Davis – Prescriptions for Motor
Learning
Bill Davis – The Wave of the Future for
Coaching Golf
Dom DiJulia – Why You Need an AdviElizabeth Granahan
sory Board
David Donatucci and John Scheﬄer Bridging the Body/Swing Gap
Patty Donnelly, PhD. – Teaching Junior Golfers
Brendan Elliott, Kate Tempesta and Nicole Weller – The
Power of 6 & Under
Matt Frelich – Trackman Update
Matt Frelich – Using Trackman for Player Development
Matt Frelich – What TrackMan has
Learned from the World's Best Golfers
Elizabeth Granahan and Michele
Gajderowicz – Valuing a Great Teaching
Program
Fred Griﬃn – How I Teach the Short
Game
Lou Guzzi and Brian Mogg – How to
Create Professional Quality Video Tips
Jim Hackenberg – Training Aids: From
Martin Hall
Idea to Market
Martin Hall – Avoid the Red Lights for a
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Successful Teaching Career
Martin Hall and Vikki Vanderpool – How to Give a Great
Lesson on the Internet
Martin Hall – Teachers Can’t be Too Creative
Peter Hart and Ricky Potts – How to Grow Your Business
Using Social Media
Virgil Herring – How to Dominate Your Market
Andy Hilts – Increasing Student Referrals
and Retention
Don Hurter – Teaching the Short Game
Ian James – Marketing: Golfers Don’t
Want to Buy Lessons
Dr. Rick Jensen – Coaching Golf: Easier
Said Than Done
Dr. Rick Jensen – The New Coaching
Model
Dr. Rick Jensen – It’s Not Impossible:
Mike Malizia
Managing the Work/Life Balance
Dr. Rick Jensen – Taking Your Teaching
Business to a Higher Level
Charlie King and Lorin Anderson – Marketing Instruction
Matt Kluck and Dr. Dennis Sweeney – Use Games to
Speed Learning
Terry Koehler – Equipment: Solving Students’ Set MakeUp Issues
David Leadbetter – What it Takes to Become a Great Instructor
Dr. Tim Lee – The Science of Acquiring
and Retaining Golf Skills
Tim Mahoney – Secrets for Great Group
Instruction
Mike Malaska – Adding Fitness to Your
Teaching
Mike Malizia – Eﬀective Communications Skills for Instructing
Brian Manzella – How to Utilize New
Mike Malaska
Ball-Flight and Swing Science to Improve
Your Teaching
Brian Manzella - How TrackMan and 3-D Data are Refining 21st Century Teaching
Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson – The Art of Performance:
From Concept to Application
Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson – Game Changers for the
Future
Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson – Golf Instruction’s Missing
Ingredient: Enhance Your Coaching Skills to Complement
Your Technical Knowledge
Darren May – Clubfitting
Theresa McKeon – TAG Teach to Speed
the Learning Process
Zach Miller – Trends in Websites and
Mobile
Zach Miller, Ricky Potts and John Graham – Facebook and Twitter
Zach Miller and Ricky Potts – How to
Grow Your Business Using Social Media
Brian Manzella

Zach Miller and Ricky
Potts – Website Design
and Content Control
Karen Moraghan – Inexpensive Public Relations and Brand Building
Bob Mulcahy – Explaining Your Value/Protecting
Your Position
Pia Nilsson and Lynn Marriott
Kenny Nairn – The Ups
and Downs of Building a Teaching Building
Bernie Najar – Creating the Perfect Lesson Experience
Scott Novell and Todd Wilson – A New Business Model
for Golf Instructors
Ed Oldham – Flip Your Classroom to Improve Learning
David Orr – 5 Common Putting Problems and Cures
Panel Discussion – How to Get a Staﬀ Contract
Panel Discussion – Player Development
Panel Discussion – Non-Traditional Teaching Facilities
Panel Discussion – What’s Next in Golf Instruction
Gale Peterson – “Achieve and Leave” Practice Plans
Gale Peterson – How to Conduct WorldClass Clinics
Dave Phillips – What's Next in Golf Instruction
Ricky Potts – Best Practices: Facebook
and Twitter
Bill Price – Clubfitting with Mizuno
Resume and Interview Strategy Seminar
Dana Rader and Dr. Jim Suttie – Live
Lessons
Will Robins – Guarantee Your Results,
Kevin Sprecher
Triple Your Income, and Increase Revenue at Your Club
Peter Sanders – Statistics vs. Analysis
Dr. Paul Schempp – How the Best Teachers Became the
Best
Greg Schulze – Lesson Language: Why It Matters
Fred Shoemaker – Unlocking Your Students’ Potential
Todd Sones - Salesmanship for Golf Professionals
Todd Sones – Using and Fitting the Belly
Putter
Kevin Sprecher – Developing Your
Teaching Business
Dr. Jim Suttie – The Art of Teaching
Mark Sweeney – Greenreading with
AimPoint Technology
Dr. Jim Suttie
Kate Tempesta – How I Teach Very
Young Golfers
Stan Utley – How I Teach Putting
Vicki Vanderpool – Computer Based Lessons
Dr. Gio Valiente – Fearless Golf
Kevin Weeks – How I Teach Putting
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STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

PGA Show Reality Check: The “core”, fun and Millennials
By Lorin Anderson, President
Bob Carney took a chance on me 25-plus
years ago when he hired me at Golf Digest
weeks after my college graduation. I found
him to be one of the most interesting idea
guys in the golf business. He saw the big
picture clearly on most fronts. So today
when I was scrolling the PGA Show postshow media stories, Bob’s take on this
years‘ Orlando gathering caught my eye. He made the
case that this was the best PGA Show is the past decade
and that some very important issues and opportunities
began to get the attention they deserve.
One of the issues he was most pleased to see addressed in a more honest way than at past industry gatherings was the decade-long slide in golf participation here
in the United States. Core golfers (eight rounds or more
per year) account for 90 percent of golf spending and over
the past 10 years, we’ve lost one-quarter of all core golfers. Over the same period the U.S. has lost 5 million golfers and – even more troubling – only 25 percent of nongolfers see it as fun. Carney believes, as do I, that the truth
needs to be spoken on this subject.
As you know I’ve been pointing out similar statistics for
the past few years and have also made the point that
many long-term trends are working against golf. People
generally have less free time, most have less disposable
income and the aging population hasn’t taken up the
game as was expected. The post baby-boomers are playing even less golf than the previous generations.
So why bring this up? Because knowledge is power. If
you understand that the new golfer pipeline is not going to

automatically refresh itself and you understand that most
non-golfers don’t have much incentive to take up the
game when it’s not perceived as enjoyable, you can adjust
your programming to do a better job of reaching out to
potential new golfers and bringing them into the fold.
Those who understand this issue will be able to address
and mitigate it. Heads stuck in the sand won’t get it done.
Carney also saw the show highlighting two areas that
are going to have a big eﬀect on your teaching business in
the near future, if they haven’t already: Better diagnostic
tools and better ways to collect swing and game data.
And, it all keeps getting cheaper!
The fact is if you’re not incorporating significant technology into your lessons, the teacher down the street is.
While I’d prefer not to see this turn into an “arms race,” the
reality is that the golfer who is spending a lot of money on
game improvement is now expecting tech to be part of the
learning experience. And, when done well, tech can be a
valuable diﬀerentiator for your business. As Carney noted,
“the show guide featured three-and-a-half pages of digital
devices that track balls, trace swings, depict great courses
that you can play virtually and measure your progress.”
There also was software that allowed for real-time
communication with your teacher such as Edufii. Then
there were two companies, Golf Halo and Game Golf that
record your shots and stats in the background while you
play. This desire to measure and track is a huge part of the
game for the next generation. These so called “Millennials”
live in a world filled with data, and they want quantitative
answers to everything they do. Half the fun for some of
these golfers is the charting, tracking and measuring itself.
Are you ready for the next generation?

Our Proponent Group Partners:
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PARTNER SPOTLIGHT: SWING CATALYST
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What I’ve Learned: Dom DiJulia

Dom DiJulia School of Golf, New Hope, PA
Interview by Paul Ramee, Jr.
This month the Proponent member whose
life and career comes up for in-depth review is Dom DiJulia, who operates the
Dom DiJulia School of Golf in the aptly
named town of New Hope, Pa. A PGA Master Professional who bases all serious
work with students on his proprietary concept of the Golf Matrix, DiJulia has risen in
stature to become a GOLF Magazine Top
100 Teacher. In 2008, he earned early recognition as one of Golf Digest’s Top 20 In-

structors under 40.
The Golf Matrix, a “performance-based, comprehensive and
highly customized approach to the game that fosters continuous
improvement,” takes certain cues from the Human Potential
Movement of the 1970s—still one of the most logical and inspirational philosophies any coach or athlete could absorb. The conceptual underpinnings of the DiJulia School of Golf are explored in
Paul Ramee’s interview below, along with the nuts-and-bolts
challenges of running a profitable instruction business.
Dom, tell us a little about your background and how you got
into the game.
As a kid I caddied at Aronimink Golf Club, west of Philadelphia,
and did not really play much golf. I was busy playing basketball
and soccer. We moved to Connecticut and I started caddying at
Brooklawn Country Club and worked in the bag room. Brooklawn
is where I got my real start playing golf. I attended St. John’s University in Queens, N.Y. and was a
walk-on, which is typical of my story.
In general I would describe myself as
the “chaser” type. I continued to work
on my game through college and
after school I became an assistant
pro at Wheatley Hills and Cherry Valley, two clubs on Long Island. My
game had progressed to a point
where I was the points leader on the
assistants association standings. I
raised enough money to play for four
years and see if I had what it took to
play full-time. Unfortunately, I did not
reach my goals, but more importantly,
I did learn what it took to improve as
a golfer and my passion took hold. I
had learned that there was a bigger
picture than the swing.
What are the elements of this bigger picture you talk about?
Motor learning, ball flight laws and
biomechanics—those three aspects.

As you know, motor learning is how individuals learn to practice
and perform a skill. It is how the brain works, in terms of physical
motion. In building my understanding of it, I have been fortunate
to work with Dr. Rick Jensen and sit on his advisory board. Ball
flight laws and club delivery apply to every shot struck in golf and
are very important. You have to have an understanding of club
movement, face orientation and speed, which aﬀects distance,
direction, launch and spin. Biomechanics would be the third element. We as humans are not all built the same way. Our swing
needs to match the body type.
For far too long, teachers have taught a model as compared
to a system. A model would be all about enforcing a specific,
precise set of movements. By definition, it would be unachievable
by all body types. A system uses matching elements to benefit
the golfer. In that eﬀort we use 3-D to measure what’s happening.
I recommend instructors get certified to understand and recognize golfers’ diverse capabilities.
These are pretty advanced concepts. Tell us how you came
to adopt them.
My first five years teaching golf I was a teacher of the golf swing.
Then I decided that I needed to increase my oﬀerings and become an actual coach. This transition really meant: I am now taking full responsibility for all facets that aﬀect the player’s performance.
This is when I developed my Golf Matrix. I felt I could identify
and focus on four versions or expressions of golf technique,
which are full swing, wedge play, short game and putting. From
that starting point we focus on your game, which includes practice, habits, goals, fitness, clubfitting and tendencies. By tendencies we mean which way does a
player tend to miss a shot. Thirdly
and lastly is the game. This term relates to the specifics of the challenge
in front of any golfer on any day—
variables like slopes, strategy,
grasses, wind and diﬀerent lies.
We talk to students about their
performance “versus investment.”
So, we are exploring the eﬀort it
would take to develop skills and elevate performance by a certain degree. It’s the what, the when and the
how of doing what it takes to reach
the next level. We also discuss performance in a right-now context—that’s about getting the most
out of your game at that moment.

As these ideas and practices are
coming together, where are you in
your actual career path?
Dom DiJulia was a late bloomer as a golfer, but has been ahead By this time, I would call it 1999, I
of most of his peers as one of the game’s top coaches.
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was in New Hope, Pa., working as Director of Instruction at Jericho National Golf
Club. It was the customary situation—for
back then—of being a full-time employee
and working for a salary. That went on for
two years. Then the owner and I decided
it was best to switch me from employee
to tenant.
What were the benefits of this decision
for your business?
One immediate benefit was autonomy. I
could make my own decisions about
education, technology and spending. I
found I was very focused and precise
when it came to both education and
technology. I was determined to become
an expert in both of these areas. Once I
became free to do my own decisionmaking, I would need just two things to
reach the desired level of expertise—the
tools and the training. I put money into
that. An accountant might say that my
expenses went up, but they weren’t expenses. This was an investment. As my
investment went up, so did my income. I
learned a business lesson early from a
client. He told me: “Don’t work for money. As with many top teachers and coaches, DiJulia
works with a large number of competitive juniors.
Make your money work for you.”

What are the challenges?
Time and family. Young people have so
many other things in their life these days.
The traditional or classic club member as
we know it has vanished.

What do you do with your students in
the oﬀ-season?
We work on periodization and seasonality,
periodization is working in any given interval with the goal to perform at peak or
full potential in the future, this is learning
new skills that would be hard to learn. Seasonality has a clear
distinct oﬀ season, a focused time to take mechanics and fundamentals to a new level.

What was the downside of your new business model?
It was the scariest thing I have ever done. I went from an employee with a good salary and benefits to having none of the
above. Instead I now had to go into my pocket to pay rent on my
space. It was a challenging transition for a year.
You were doing your coaching and teaching—and meanwhile
you had to set aside time to make these long-range decisions. Sounds pretty formidable.
It does, but I did a valuable thing. I took the pressure oﬀ myself in
terms of business decision-making by setting up an Advisory
Board. These were trusted individuals who knew my core business. They are there to help me review all my decisions. The
board encouraged me to charge the proper rate. One member of
the advisory board has now started to serve as a pseudo business manager. She has jumped in and runs my day-to-day operation, helping with strategic planning and marketing.

Do you teach many juniors?
I teach about 70 percent junior players and the school in total is
over 50 percent juniors.
Do you mandate that players sign on to a long-term program
with you?
I think it is self-evident, more than a mandate. The players that
are coming to us are looking for structure. We don’t take very
many one-oﬀ lessons. That said, we do encourage people to
come in, take a lesson and kick the tires. Then we design instruction, tournament and practice programs.
Do you add other elements?
Absolutely. Stat tracking, fitness and clubfitting will all be added.

What is a typical day like for you?
I am an active teacher, along with running the business. I am on
the tee in the morning, then I’ll try and hold any meetings I need
to have in the midday. Then it’s back out to the tee for the afternoon and evening. I try and work five
days a week and always keep Sunday
“I switched from
oﬀ to spend with my kids.
Can you talk to me about the business side of what you do?
I am continually assessing the value of
education and technology and how
much more eﬀective they make me. I
continually try and learn from the best.

What are your thoughts on growing the
game?
I start with the idea that instructors are
improving, therefore students are improving. Next I would stress the idea that we
need to make golf courses more playable.
Obviously the length of the course is important but not just tee-to-green yardage.
I’m also talking about the length of the
rough, the length of the fairway cut, and
so on. Very tight fairways are tough to
play from—we sometimes forget that. The
height of the rough around the green and
the speed and texture of the greens—
these are important factors. If you think of
it, who really wants the course faster?
Maybe 10 members?

At this point, do you feel you know precisely what works for
you and for your academy operation?
I know this: The success I have enjoyed all traces back to my
desire to become an expert—to invest in my own education and
in the technology I use. I am not a
slave to technology, instead technolclub employee
ogy has made me smarter and a better teacher. When we first started usto contractor in 2001, which
ing video, it took 500 videos and then
gave me autonomy to decide
you would be able to know what you
were going to see. It’s the same with
how I would invest in my
our current technology. After seeing
enough swings using Trackman, I
education and in technology.”
have gotten to a point where I know
-Dom DiJulia
what I am going to see.
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MEMBER MILESTONES
Please Welcome January’s New Members
Joe Bosco, The Glen Club, Glenview, IL – Full Member.
Jeremy Broom, The Toronto G.C., Ontario – Full Member.
Charlie Buxton, Monarch C.C., Palm City, FL – Associate
Member.
Preston A. Combs, Metedeconk National G.C., Jackson,
NJ – Associate Member.
Robert Comerer, Baltimore (MD) C.C. – Associate
Member
Jack Davis, Shinnecock Hills G.C., Southhampton, NY –
Associate Member.
Bill DeVore, Club at Longwood, Weddington, NC –
Associate Member
Zachary Fahmie, Zach Fahmie Golf, Henderson, NV –
Associate Member.
Scott Hogan, Playin' Thru Golf Academy, Plainfield, IL –
Associate Member.
Don Hurter, Castle Pines G.C., Castle Rock, CO – Full
Member.
Andrea Kellar, Interlachen C.C., Edina, MN – Full Member.
Andrew Marr, GolfTEC, San Diego, CA – Full Member.
Mike Paukivits, St. Davids G.C., Wayne, PA – Associate
Member
Allen Terrell, Dustin Johnson Golf School, Murrells Inlet,
SC – Full Member.
Gavin Witzer, Mountaingate C.C., Los Angeles, CA –
Associate Member.

Top 50 Kids Teachers Named for 2013
Fourteen Proponent Group members made the cut for this
year’s Top 50 Kids Teachers list selected by U.S. Kids Golf.
Nearly 750 teachers applied for the award this year. Congrats to all of our members on the list
including:
Michael Bulger, Fairfield, CT
Mike Carbray, Oak Brook, IL
Kay Cornelius, Chandler, AZ
John Dunigan, Malvern, PA

Chris Holmes, Heathrow, FL
Paul Johnson, Daphne, AL
Ralph Landrum, Florence, KY
Corey Lundberg, The Woodlands, TX
Cameron McCormick, Dallas, TX
Valerie Moore, Lake Worth, FL
Megan Padua, Bluﬀton, SC
Dylan Ross, Lerma, Mexico
Deb Vangellow, Sugar Land, TX
Michael Wenzel, Northbrook, IL
Also, Receiving the Master Kids Award for 2013 were:
Brendon Elliott, Deltona, FL
Trillium Sellers, Chevy Chase, MD
Nicole Weller, Savannah, GA

Vision54 Launches New App to Improve On
Course Practice
Pia Nilsson and Lynn Marriott of
Vision54 announce the launch of
their newest app: Essential Playing
Skills for On Course Practice. The
new app includes 72 exercises you
or your students can do on the
course to better manage your physical, mental and emotional performance states in eight diﬀerent areas of
importance.

Bosco Publishes Real Golf
Real Golf: Taking Your Best Game to
the Course is the first book by Proponent Group member Joe Bosco of
The Glen Club in Glenview, IL. The
book focuses on sophisticated, personalized self-scrimmage strategies
designed to create dramatic scoring
breakthroughs. The training regimen
is designed based on human behavior research and research on learning.
The book is available at amazon.com
in paperback or Kindle versions.

The Proponent Team:
Lorin Anderson President
David Gould Staﬀ Editor
Lori Bombka Operations Manager
Debbie Clements Accounting

1513 Cherry Ridge Drive
Heathrow, FL 32746
407-878-1235 Phone
321-363-1191 Fax
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